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SYMPATHY FOR CRIMINALS AND "FAILURES" IS BASED ON MORE
THAN MERE SENTIMENTALITY

BY JANE WHITAKER
"Dear Miss Whitaker: This is not

meant as a criticism, but merely as
a suggestion. Don't you think you
sympathize too much with criminals
and with failures? Isn't it necessary
to punish crime if we are ever to
stamp it out and isn't it necessary to
scorn failure if we are to stimulate
success?"

That letter carried me straight
back through the years to the time
when I was a scrawny youngster of
eight, standing defiantly in front of
a very stern teacher, who said:

"Why do you always play with the
dirty children? I am sure your
mother wouldn't like it. Why don't
you play with the nice children?"
. And I answered all in one fast jum-
ble of words: "I play with the dirty
children because I like 'em and no-
body else plays with 'em and every-
body plays with the nice children
and if my mother don't like it I don't
care because I like it."

And that sentimental reason hasn't
faded away as I have increased in
inches, but it has begun to share its
sway with a practical reason that
threatens to grow even stronger than
the sentimental one.

We have always punished crime
and have we decreased it by punish-
ment? Your best answer is the fact
that forever we are establishing new
courts to try criminals, larger jails
and reform schools to confine them,
and yet crime steadily grows.

And it is because punishment has
not eradicated it that people have
begun to search for the practical rea-
son the thing which causes crime.

And in the search they have un-
earthed that which has made them
sympathize. They have found that
there is not one but many causes for
crime. They have found that pov-
erty is a big cause, that the man who
earns a small salary when he is work-
ing which barely keeps the spark of
life in his own body and in the bodies
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of his wife and children will face
starvation when he is out of work,
and this starvation will lead him to
crime in sheer desperation and

Then who should wo punish? The
man who is driven to crime by pov-
erty or the man who is making mil-
lions by paying starvation wages to
his employes and laying them off in
slack seasons after he has worked
them mercilessly so that he has a
large stock piled up?

We cannot punish the employer;
we are still too much afraid. If we
punish the man who committed the
crime we only add to the punishment
given him by his employer who made
him live on starvation wages.

Is that fair? Is it just? And if
you think it is fair and just, what do
you expect to accomplish by that
punishment? You won't deter other
desperate men from stealing when
their families are starving and t;hey
are out of work because of the greed
of their employers. They will follow
the same law of in
the hour of their trial.

If the of this man of pov-
erty is forced to work just beyond the
border of infancy, d, illy-cla- d,

totally lacking training, and be-
cause of that early employment that
robs the body of vitality and the
nerves of their strength and the
brain rof its balance, the boy or the
girl goes wrong, are you going to
punish them or the system which
paid the father starvation wages, and
stole the childhood from the children,
then worked them at starvation
wages?

And if you punish the child, what
will you gain? Will you prevent
other starved, childhood-robbe- d boys-an- d

girls from following the same
path in their hour of trial? No, you
will not

You will admit we are not big
enough to punish the "system," .for.
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